Kids' SafeGrip iPad Case & Stand

SKU: KSN-K6779XAM
Price $44.95
Weight: 1.10 pounds

Call 1-877-839-3330 for a shipping quote. Volume discounts available.

Choose a Color:

Select One

Quantity: 10

Must be ordered in multiples of 10

The Kids' SafeGrip iPad Case & Stand from Kensington is built to withstand heavy use in elementary school environments. This rugged poly case completely wraps the iPad, protecting the body and screen from damage, scratches and smudges. The kid-sized handle prevents drops and doubles as a two-position stand for typing and viewing. Port access is maintained, so headphones and charging devices can still be utilized. Other convenient features include a stylus holder and personalization slot.

The Kensington SafeGrip iPad Case & Stand must be ordered in multiples of 10. Available in two colors.

Key Features:
- Provides tough, padded protection for iPad
- Complete screen protection
- Kid-sized handle doubles as a stand
- Preserves access to all ports
- Built-in stylus holder
- Personalization pocket

Specifications:
- Suggested grade level: K - 6
- Material: Plastic
- Width: 10 1/2”
- Length: 12”
- Depth: 1”
- Fully assembled
- Designed for iPad 2, 3 and 4
- Available in multiples of 10
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